
SUN PEAKS ONE 

Kerry Hart, Allan Lefever  & Terry Legaarden 

Arriving at the hotel produced the usual beehive of activity—unloading of the bus, search 

for one’s skis, boot bag and personal bag, registration and the crush of getting skis safely stowed, 

we descended upon the Cahilty Bar and Grill for our Welcome Dinner.  Kelly Dye and his staff 

did not disappoint with a great pasta supper and dessert.  Anticipating a dump of snow overnight, 

Club Members were treated to advice from Jim Vine, current President, about the expected 

conduct of Club members on Monday in the powder snow anticipated for Monday morning.  In 

short, it was that every skier was expected to maximize the day and enjoy the powder.   

Monday arrived with the anticipated powder snow, plus temperatures just a bit south of   

-25.   Discharging President Vine’s direction, many of the Club's 84 members on the tour were in 

the lift line-up waiting well before the lifts were operating.  From the wide smiles and 

expressions of delight, Monday and the powder snow was much appreciated. 

Our weather slowly but steadily improved over the week—one Club member was 

overhead to remark “I brought lots of clothing options this week, but I didn't think the option I 

would choose would be wearing all the options at the same time!”   Thankfully gradual warming 

continued until Thursday when we had a spectacular day--bright sun under a cloudless cobalt 

blue sky.  The snow ghosts at the top of the Crystal Bowl were truly beautiful. 

Our journey home produced an adventure in eating.  Upon arrival at Don’s Social House 

we learned that the facility heater was not working, but that they had set out all of their space 

heaters.  Because there was too much space and too few heaters, we adapted by eating lunch in 

our ski jackets, toques and gloves. 

 Thanks to everyone on Sun Peaks 1 for making the trip so enjoyable. 


